
 BCO Youth “Family Togetherness” Photo Scavenger Hunt  

 
Basic Rules:   (DO NOT READ PAST THESE RULES UNTIL THE “Go!” TIME – keep it fair!) 

- Start time when I post “GO!” in the Scavenger Hunt GroupMe (at 4pm) 
- At least one person in each family MUST be in each the photos (some may REQUIRE more) 
- Ending time is at 5:30pm  (no photos will count after that) 
- You can stay in your house, leave your house or BOTH 
- Send each photo, right after you take it, in a GroupMe DM to me (Dwayne Sheridan) 
- Photos must have the actual ‘thing’ in it (no photoshop / picture / drawing / etc  version) 
- Send a photo of your final checked off form WHEN YOU ARE DONE, by the end time as well   

(this is the last photo you should DM me) 
- The first 3 teams to DM their FINAL CHECKED form get a bonus 150 points 

     (should you send it in early or go for more challenges, that is the question!       ) 
- If there is a Point Tie, the winner will be the faster one to send in the final checked list photo 
- Be nice, don’t speed, have fun!!!’ 

 
*** STOP – STOP – STOP – STOP *** END OF RULES *** STOP – STOP – STOP – STOP *** 

 
 
                   FAMILY NAME: _____________________________________________________ 
 

100 Points  

☐ box of mac and cheese    ☐ a port-a-potty   ☐ a motorcycle 

☐ selfie with a pet    ☐ a barn    ☐ a human letter “R” 

☐ toe socks      ☐ with a live animal   ☐ a sign with the number “3” 

☐ Monopoly      ☐ blowing bubbles   ☐ 3 umbrellas in one photo 

☐ In an empty parking lot   ☐ with a can of beans   ☐ white picket fence 
 
200 Points  

☐ all but one person in mid-air at the same time   ☐ your team reacting a Disney scene 

☐ cotton candy       ☐ your team with power tools 

☐ a VHS tape        ☐ in a shopping cart 

☐ selfie of the whole team in the shower (clothed!!)   ☐ whole team on a slide 

☐ full laundry basket       ☐ a real “Social Distancing” sign 
 
300 Points  

☐ selfie from the trunk of your car   ☐ on a bridge   ☐ whole team w/ instruments  

☐ a toilet paper pyramid 5 rows tall  ☐ eating ice cream  ☐ side walk chalk art  

☐ in a wheel barrow    ☐ whole team wearing hats      (not made by someone you know) 

 
400 Points  

☐ your neighbor waving to you through a window    ☐ historical landmark 

☐ someone taking a bite of cooked hotdog or hamburger with ketchup    ☐ antique car 
 
500 Points 

☐ flying a real kite more than 10 ft out  ☐ strangers jumping in a “freeze frame in the air” 

☐ 5 different statue (5 photos)   ☐ a stranger in a costume 


